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Introduction
This report is part of the Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group’s survey of some of the less wellknown lead and coal mining sites in Upper Wharfedale. The purpose of the survey is to record the
principal features of some of the less well documented sites in their landscape settings.

Summary
Starbotton smelt mill was a small privately run smelt mill built in 1843. The last recorded smelting
of ore was in 1862. The site consists of the remains of the smelt mill, a waterwheel pit, a flue and
two chimneys.

History of the site
The Starbotton Smelting Company built the mill in 1843. It was unique being the only privately run
smelt mill in the area. It had a reverberatory furnace and slag hearth and smelted ore from a wide
area including Buckden and Starbotton mines. The annual smelting regime lasted about two
months between October and May. The last ore was smelted in 1862. (Gill,1994)

Description of the site
The smelt mill is situated in the narrow valley of Cam Gill Beck north east of Starbotton at about
250m AOD. The site consists of the remains of the smelt mill (NGR SD 95475 74986), a
waterwheel pit next to Cam Gill Beck (NGR SD 95481 75004), a flue, and two chimneys. The
Ordnance Survey Six Inch Map, surveyed in 1848, shows only the lower chimney. The 1893 map
shows the upper chimney. The upper chimney must have been built between 1848 and 1862 when
the mill closed. Although little remains of the mill building, its position is marked by low ruined stone
walls. The point at which the flue left the mill may be identified (NGR SD 95478 74985). There is
also another space marked with large stones on the mill wall which may have been the flue exit for
the slag hearth.
The wheel pit remains largely intact with some iron fittings. There is a small dam in the beck which
would have served the waterwheel but it has been subsequently modified for water supply. A
waterwheel would normally have driven bellows to provide a draught for an ore hearth or slag
hearth. The Starbotton mill had a slag hearth but the waterwheel is positioned too far from the mill
to have been used to drive bellows. Waterwheels were also used to drive crushers to crush ore
before smelting or to crush slag to recover more of the lead. Ore was brought to the smelt mill from
a wide area and there would have been both large and small pieces of ore depending on the
dressing process used. With an on-site crusher the smelters would be able to crush the ore finely
and uniformly to ensure successful smelting. However, there is no evidence of polluted ground
adjacent to the waterwheel pit which might be expected had a crusher been sited there, so the
function of the waterwheel at Starbotton is unclear.
The flue remains largely extant although it has collapsed in places. The flue runs in a straight line
north east from the smelt mill to the site of the lower chimney (NGR SD 95572 75040 estimated) by
the field wall. There is no surviving structure of this chimney. The position of the lower chimney is
marked by a stone spread approximately 160 square metres. There are a number of large, semidressed stones and the quantity of stone suggests that the chimney may have been a considerable
height. Adjacent to the stone spread are two crudely built stone ‘buttresses’ coming into the field
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from the roadside wall. These may have been part of an enclosure to keep livestock away from the
chimney.
A second chimney is located higher up the hillside to the north east at about 330m AOD (NGR SD
95702 75217). It stands in a walled enclosure. Approximately 20 metres before the site of the lower
chimney the flue has been modified and turns to the north-northeast. The last 20 metres of the flue
to the lower chimney is capped by a line of large flat stones.The upper chimney is a square
stepped structure with a circular flue. Sufficient of the structure remains to appreciate the
workmanship involved in its construction. However, it is collapsing, particularly on the south side. It
is now appreciably smaller than it was when photographed sometime at the beginning of the
twentieth century. (Gill,1994, p35).

Fig.1 - Ordnance Survey 6” map - Surveyed 1848.

Fig. 2 - Ordnance Survey 6” map - Surveyed 1893.
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P1 - Aerial view of site (Bing Image).
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Fig. 3 - Starbotton smelt mill.
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P2 - Waterwheel pit - west elevation. (One metre ranging
poles)
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A

Waterwheel pit.
Left - P3 - West elevation. The east wall of the pit may
be seen behind the horizontal ranging pole (A). The pit
is filled with stones. Iron fittings are visible on right-hand
side (B). (One metre ranging poles)
Above - P4 - Iron fittings; iron bolts, set in lead. Bolt
centres at 28cm. (20cm scale)
Below - P5 - East elevation. The west wall of the pit is
behind the horizontal ranging pole (C). Cam Gill Beck is
visible beyond the pit. (One metre ranging poles)
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Flue.
Left - P6 - Lower portion
of flue adjacent to the site
of the mill. Line of flue
marked (F). (One metre
ranging pole)
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Below left - P7 - Line of
flue to the site of lower
chimney (C) marked by
blue flags.
Below right - P8 - Line of
flue approaching the
upper chimney showing
some collapse, marked
(F).
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Left - P9 - Starbotton smelt mill lower chimney.
A - B Line of flue from smelt mill
B - C Line of flue to site of lower chimney
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B - D Line of flue continuing to upper chimney
C - Estimated location of lower chimney
Measurements indicating extent of stone spread
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The estimated position of the lower chimney is based
on a continuation of the alignment of the flue and a
location within an area of large building stone slabs,
still observable in the stone spread. Estimated area
of stone spread is 160 sq. metres.
Note - the discrepancy between the Google scale
and field measurements due to steep slope of land.

A
Left - P10 - Stone spread View looking south from D
towards C.

Left - P11 - Stone spread View looking north across
the stone spread towards D.
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Left - P12 - Large pile of semi-dressed stones.
Below - P13 - Two crudely built stone buttresses
(Bu) adjacent to the roadside wall. These may
have been part of an enclosure surrounding the
chimney to keep out livestock.
Bottom - P14 - Looking down the line of the flue
towards the smelt mill. The modified flue to the
upper chimney goes across the slope to the right
from (B) (See P9). Large stones suggest the line
of the flue to the lower chimney (F).
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Starbotton smelt mill upper chimney.
Fig. 4 - North elevation
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Fig. 6 - West elevation
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Fig. 8 - Upper chimney plan.
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The two photographs above show how the chimney has collapsed since the early twentieth century. The
black and white photograph above left (P19) was taken at the start of the twentieth century. The
photograph above right (P20) was taken in summer 2018. Note the position of the step on the two
photographs.
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Upper chimney.
Above - P21 - A view of the
upper chimney taken from a
similar viewpoint to the black
and white photograph (P19).
Left - P22 - The circular flue of
the upper chimney. (One
metre ranging pole)
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1

Ordnance Survey 6” map - Surveyed 1847. Note ‘Smelting Mill’ and lower ‘Chimney’.
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Ordnance Survey 6” map - Surveyed 1893. Note ‘Chimney’.
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Starbotton smelt mill plan.
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Upper chimney - North elevation.
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Upper chimney - East elevation.
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Upper chimney - West elevation.
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Upper chimney - South elevation.
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Upper chimney plan.
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1

Aerial photograph of the site (Bing Image).
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2

North east corner of mill building (one metre ranging poles).
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3

Waterwheel pit - west elevation (one metre ranging poles).
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5

Waterwheel pit - iron fittings (20 cm ranging pole).
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4

Waterwheel pit - east elevation (one metre ranging poles).
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5

Flue looking upslope from smelt mill (one metre ranging pole).
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6

Flue looking upslope from smelt mill to site of lower chimney (marked by blue flags).
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Flue approaching upper chimney.
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8

Aerial photograph of the site of the upper chimney (Source - Google).
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Lower chimney stone spread.
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Lower chimney stone spread.
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Lower chimney semi-dressed stones.
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Lower chimney stone buttresses.
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Lower chimney line of flue.
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Upper chimney - north elevation (two metre ranging pole).
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Upper chimney - east elevation (two metre ranging pole).
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16

Upper chimney - west elevation (two metre ranging pole).
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17

Upper chimney - south elevation (two metre ranging pole).
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Upper chimney - early photograph.
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Upper chimney - east and north elevations.
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21

12

Upper chimney - photographed from same point as in photograph 19.

22

12

Upper chimney flue - (one metre ranging pole).

Sources
Gill, M, 1994, British Mining No.49 - The Wharfedale Mines, NMRS.

Survey details
Surveyors - Pat Carroll, Phil Carroll, Peter Gallagher, William Varley, Maurice White, Alan Williams,
Mark Woronowski. Measured drawings - Pat Carroll. Photographs - Alan Williams, Phil Carroll.
Report - William Varley. The survey group is grateful to Mike Gill (NMRS) and Richard Smith
(NMRS) for advice on the operation of the mill and waterwheel, and Richard Close for giving us
permission to survey and record the landscape.
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